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Photoshop is very useable toots in order make my toots. After sale e-shopping also provide after sales service
in which customer problem is solved. NET component to perform the following operations on bank account: i
Deposit ii Withdraw Develop Remote Object for an Employee application having a remote method to find the
employee details such as empid, ename They used dial-up and leased telephone lines as broadband was not
available From the s onwards, electronic commerce would additionally include enterprise resource planning
systems ERP , data mining and data warehousing. I am the only one person who will give individual effort in
this project, so after careful calculation I would like say this project will finished successfully first week of
November  Customer can login and get various information about products and can purchase the suitable
product with price and quality comparison. The expected upshot of this proposal is to develop a metric based
web analytics and improve the website using key metrics. Customer can pay online, so security is must
therefore e-shopping provide secure transactions. The emerging trend of online shopping has encouraged
many organizations PHP is known as a server side language. Phases of Development of project Problem
definition: pay by customer for product , advertisement, Feasibility study. Data security is maintained to
relatively high level by implementing it at Database level, so as to ensure that only authorized users have
access to confidential client information Current e-shopping sites in Nepal The current e-shopping sites of
Nepal are: KathmanduMart. With PHP I am able to create like login pages username and password , picture
galleries, and details from, a whole tot more. A working bibliography of sources in included as appendix A. I
will provide an economic analysis of program implementation, and a survey of customer recommendations.
Today many schools have their services automated. The new server and Operating System will be in need
when the project is deployed. Also database are very challenging on back end. With the rise in number of
internet users, many companies have started exploiting this as an opportunity to expand their business and
target more consumers and create a dominant position in the business world. This business is located in
Jacksonville Michigan. Noreena Morada Place: Angono, Rizal 1. I am expecting many of customers would
love this site buy their products. Customer will be login and buy their products. We can start the project soon
with the available workforce and resources. Sam was adopted when he was four years old and he has It will
help us connect all of the three tiers designed in the previous phase into a unique form. Mission Statement 4 ii.
To complete this project successfully I would like to talk some factors.


